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Abstract 

 
FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) has received much attention from nuclear industry as an alternative 

platform of PLC-based (Programmable Logic Controller) digital I&C (Instrumentation & Control) in nuclear 

power plants [1,2]. The FPGA is designed with HDL (Hardware Description Language) such as Verilog and 

VHDL, and the design is synthesized by commercial FPGA synthesis tools, mechanically. This synthesized gate-

level designs is placed & routed for identifying physical position in the circuit and mapping for the FPGA 

resources. Each process needs specific tools, which are provided by the FPGA vendors. This tools has many 

advantage such as optimization to achieve completive functionality and performance. Nuclear regulation 

authorities [3], however, require more considerate demonstration of the correctness of the mechanical tools (i.e., 

COTS dedication).  

 

While simulation is the most widely used technique to verify the equivalency between two programs, this 

technique has a problem that the quality of the verification is only as good as the quality of the test vector set and 

the performance is gradually slowed down as the logic size is grown. On the other hand, equivalence checking [4] 

can check the functional equivalence of two programs, exhaustively. It does not require test vectors nor manual 

comparisons of simulation techniques. It will provides reasonable clues for demonstrating the correctness of the 

synthesis and generation tools.  

 

We proposed a VIS-based correctness verification technique [5,6] for commercial FPGA logic synthesis. It 

formally checks the behavioral equivalence between an RTL design (i.e., Verilog) and a subsequently 

synthesized gate-level design (i.e., Netlist) with the VIS verification [7]. The technique can prove the equivalence 

of two program successively, but there are some problems that its performance depends on VIS verification 

performance and additional translation needs to use VIS engine. 

 

This paper proposes a new combinational/sequential equivalence checker for intermediate program such as 

FBD (Function Block Diagram) in safety critical development. The first target is FBD program, which is an 

alternative design program of HDL in the NuDE framework [8]. We can now verify the equivalence of two 

version of FBD programs (an original FBD vs. a modified version FBD). We developed the equivalence 

checking engine from the scratch, and this engine can directly verify the FBD program without any translation 

process and any assistance of other checking engine, as discussed in [5]. 

 

We are now planning to extend the tool to be used in the tool can be used in anywhere in NuDE as depicted in 

<Fig.1>. If all verifications succeed, we can say that the final software will operate exactly as we intended, and 

we also can demonstrate the correctness of the used synthesis and generation tools, in regard to the COTS 

software dedication. 
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Figure 1. Equivalence Checking processes in compliance with the NuDE 
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